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Nonlinear seismic modeling of reinforced concrete cores  1 
including torsion 2 
 3 
Kevin Pelletier and Pierre Léger 4 
Abstract: Reinforced concrete (RC) cores are used in many residential multi-story buildings as 5 
the primary seismic force resisting system (SFRS). Due to architectural limitations, these 6 
buildings are often torsionally flexible. To assess the effect of torsion on the nonlinear seismic 7 
response of RC cores, a wide-column model (WCM) with fiber elements is used. The nonlinear 8 
warping and the nonlinear biaxial (P-Mx-My) cyclic behaviors of the WCM are validated against 9 
experimental results and exhibit excellent agreement. According to modal and linear time history 10 
analyses, the model can adequately capture the dynamic characteristics and seismic response of 11 
core structures, including torsion. The WCM is then extended to the nonlinear range to perform 12 
three-dimensional (3D) time history analyses of a typical RC building structure located in 13 
Eastern North America (ENA) that is subjected to high-frequency ground motions. Three 14 
different building configurations with increasing torsional flexibility (B=1.7, B=2.1 and B=2.5, 15 
according to the current National Building Code of Canada) are studied to investigate the effect 16 
of torsion on the seismic behavior. The nonlinear envelopes of key response parameters are 17 
similar to the design envelopes obtained from the linear response spectrum analysis of a shell 18 
elements model (B=1.7) with proper inelastic force modification factors. Aside from the story 19 
torque, the shear and moment demands remain relatively constant, regardless of the torsional 20 
flexibility value. The effective shear stiffness must be carefully selected in the WCM to avoid 21 
large questionable rotations.  22 
 23 
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Keywords: torsion, inelastic warping, reinforced concrete, shear walls, cores, fiber elements, 24 
nonlinear seismic behavior, wide-column analogy, numerical model.  25 
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1. Introduction 26 
Reinforced concrete (RC) buildings are a very popular and cost-effective solution for residential 27 
multi-story constructions in Eastern North America (ENA). Planar and non-planar RC shear 28 
walls represent the typical seismic force resisting systems (SFRSs) associated with this type of 29 
structure. These walls should be located as close as possible to the perimeter of the building to 30 
reduce the torsional flexibility of the structure. To minimize the effect of the structural system on 31 
the architectural layout, shear walls often act as stairway and elevator shafts in many RC 32 
buildings. Commonly known as cores, non-planar shear walls can have many open tubular 33 
shapes and are commonly used in residential constructions (Fig. 1). RC cores are usually 34 
designed in each orthogonal direction using a linear response spectrum analysis combined with a 35 
static torque applied at each story of the building to account for torsional effects (NBCC 2010 36 
[1], ASCE/SEI 7-10 [2]). Therefore, the nonlinear interaction (P-Mx-My and Vx-Vy-T) is not 37 
explicitly considered in design. The literature on the nonlinear three-dimensional (3D) behavior 38 
of reinforced concrete cores subjected to ground motions is very scarce, especially concerning 39 
the effect of torsion on the seismic response. To address this issue, 3D nonlinear time history 40 
analyses are performed using an efficient wide-column model (WCM) developed in OpenSees 41 
[3]. The model can be applied in commercial software using fiber elements. Thus, the two main 42 
objectives of this study are the following: (1) to assess the nonlinear torsional response of the 43 
WCM when employed to model reinforced concrete U-shaped shear walls (cores) and (2) to 44 
provide additional information on the seismic behavior of torsionally flexible buildings subjected 45 
to high-frequency ground motions. The content of this paper is organized as follows. First, a 46 
literature review on the consideration of torsion in the numerical analysis of RC cores is 47 
presented. Next, the WCM is described in detail and is validated against experimental data to 48 
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assess its warping behavior. Finally, a typical RC multi-story building located in ENA is 49 
subjected to spectrally matched ground motions. Observations from the nonlinear dynamic 50 
response of cores are presented, and the principal conclusions are discussed. 51 
2. Consideration of torsion in the numerical analysis of reinforced concrete cores 52 
2.1 NBCC 2010 and ASCE/SEI 7-10 provisions for torsion 53 
When a building is subjected to earthquake loads, significant torsion can be induced based on the 54 
eccentricity ex between the center of rigidity (CR) of the SFRS and the center of mass (CM) 55 
where the inertia forces are acting (Fig. 2). In NBCC 2010 and ASCE/SEI 7-10, this concept is 56 
defined as inherent torsion. The rotational component of ground motions and the uncertainties 57 
related to the position of the CM and the CR caused by an uneven mass distribution and the 58 
stiffness variation in the structural system, respectively, induce an additional seismic moment 59 
known as accidental torsion. In both Canadian and American design codes, this accidental 60 
torsional moment Mta is considered based on an equivalent static force procedure and is 61 
computed as follows for each orthogonal direction at each level x:  62 
𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =  𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥                                                                        (1) 63 
where Ax is a torsional amplification factor, Fx is the seismic force, px is a ratio, and Dnx is the 64 
dimension of the structure perpendicular to the direction of the applied forces. In NBCC 2010, px 65 
and Ax are equal to 0.1 and 1.0, respectively. In ASCE/SEI 7-10, px is equal to 0.05, and Ax is 66 
computed as follows if the structure is assigned to Seismic Design Category C, D, E or F with 67 
Type 1a or 1b torsional irregularity (flexible in torsion): 68 
1.0 ≤  𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 =  � 𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥1.2𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎�2 ≤ 3.0                                                            (2) 69 
where δmax is the maximum displacement and δavg is the average of the displacements at the 70 
extreme points of the structure for each orthogonal direction at each level x. These quantities are 71 
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computed by applying Fx and Mta to the structure, assuming Ax is equal to 1.0. In NBCC 2010, 72 
the same procedure is used to compute the parameter Bx: 73 
𝐵𝐵𝑥𝑥 =  𝛿𝛿𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎                                                                               (3) 74 
The parameter B defines the torsional sensitivity of a building and is computed as the maximum 75 
value of Bx for each level x in each orthogonal direction. This parameter, proposed by Humar et 76 
al. [4], is derived from the ratio between the uncoupled torsional and translational frequencies: 77 
Ω𝑅𝑅 =  𝜔𝜔𝜃𝜃𝜔𝜔𝑦𝑦                                                                               (4) 78 
Buildings can be considered torsionally flexible when this ratio is smaller than one [4]. 79 
According to the Canadian standard, a building is considered torsionally irregular when B is 80 
greater than 1.7, whereas this limit is equal to 1.2 in ASCE/SEI 7-10. In the American standard, 81 
there is an additional category for extreme torsional irregularities when Bx is greater than 1.4. In 82 
this paper, the NBCC 2010 limit is used to classify torsional irregularities because the building 83 
from the case study is designed in accordance with the Canadian standards. 84 
2.2 Torsional behavior of reinforced concrete cores 85 
Both planar shear walls and RC cores carry shear forces and bending moments when the 86 
structure is subjected to lateral loads. However, the torsional resisting mechanism is significantly 87 
different between planar shear walls and cores. For the former, torsion is resisted by developing 88 
shear forces inversely proportional to the lever of arm between the CR and the position of each 89 
planar shear wall. For the latter, the amount of torsion resisted by the cores is related not to their 90 
lever arm but rather to their torsional stiffness relative to the total torsional stiffness of the 91 
structural system. Thus, RC cores in buildings without planar shear walls can be submitted to 92 
large torsional loads because they provide the principal torsional stiffness of the structure. For 93 
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such cases, the warping component of torsion can induce significant normal stresses at the base 94 
of cores, which can be of similar magnitude as the bending stresses [5]. These normal stresses 95 
are proportional to the applied torque at the shear center of the cross-section. Therefore, warping 96 
can affect the yielding of vertical reinforcement bars in the plastic hinge region of capacity-97 
designed cores. The warping stiffness of cores is related to the amount of axial restraint, which 98 
can be influenced by boundary conditions, coupling beams and slab-column interaction. 99 
Foundations are often assumed as rigid and can restrain almost completely warping deformations 100 
at the base of cores. Similarly to coupling beams, the out-of-plane bending stiffness of the slab 101 
can also offer axial restraint, resulting in additional bending and shear forces. These forces 102 
induced in the slab have to be considered in design, especially near the openings of cores [6]. 103 
This stiffening effect is enhanced by the presence of peripheral columns supporting the slab. 104 
Coull and Chee [7] studied various slab support conditions, from free edges (no columns) to 105 
simply supported, to assess the effects of these columns on the warping stiffness of cores. They 106 
found that the slab-column interaction can significantly increase the stiffness of the system 107 
compared to the free edge configuration. Thus, the axial restraint may have an effect on the 108 
behavior of RC cores and therefore, it must be properly accounted for in numerical models. 109 
2.3 Modeling strategies for reinforced concrete cores 110 
If the cores were to be completely closed, it would be possible to model these structures with 111 
only beam elements located at the shear center of the cross-section because the warping behavior 112 
could be considered negligible [5]. In that case, the Saint-Venant stiffness would provide almost 113 
all of the resistance to torsion. However, in addition to their principal structural role, RC cores 114 
are often used as stairways or elevator shafts; thus, openings are needed for proper accessibility. 115 
Such openings significantly lower the torsional stiffness of cores, which invalidates the 116 
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negligible warping assumption. Thus, classical beam elements cannot be used because there is no 117 
degree of freedom (DOF) associated with warping displacements. To address this issue, Stafford-118 
Smith and Taranath [6] derived the beam element stiffness matrix associated with a 7th DOF per 119 
node representing warping and its corresponding force, known as the bimoment. However, this 120 
closed-form solution is generally unavailable in structural analysis programs and cannot 121 
represent the spread of plasticity for composite sections such as reinforced concrete. Mainly 122 
intended for linear static analyses, Stafford-Smith and Coull [5] proposed an alternative to this 123 
closed-form solution known as the two-column analogy. Preliminary linear modal analyses by 124 
the authors of the current study led them to believe that this analogy is inadequate for dynamic 125 
analyses. According to the participating modal mass ratios, the torsional modes of vibration 126 
cannot be captured adequately. Furthermore, both alternatives require knowledge of warping 127 
theory to compute the sectorial properties of RC cores [5]. These drawbacks might explain the 128 
limited applicability of these alternatives by design offices and for research purposes. 129 
Initially developed for planar shear walls, the wide-column analogy, also known as the 130 
equivalent frame method [8]-[9], was extended to the elastic analysis of cores by Stafford-Smith 131 
and Abate [10]. Such wide-column models (WCMs) can account for both bending and warping 132 
behaviors when the structure is submitted to eccentric forces. In the initial approach, beam 133 
elements with equivalent mechanical properties are located at the centroid of the wall, and rigid 134 
links are added to represent the wall width (Fig. 3). Based on this concept, Stafford-Smith and 135 
Abate [10] divided the structure into planar subdivisions called frame modules. Multiple types of 136 
modules that could be used to avoid the interference between the shear and moment behavior 137 
were proposed [11]. However, negative properties are sometimes required for these modules 138 
depending on the geometry of the wall. Having negative values in the stiffness matrix can lead to 139 
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convergence issues, especially for nonlinear analyses. Instead of employing these modules, 140 
Beyer et al. [12] developed an inelastic wide-column model with fiber beam elements to simulate 141 
the cyclic behavior of RC cores submitted to biaxial loading histories [13]. The spread of 142 
plasticity and the interaction between moments and axial forces can be considered with such 143 
elements. In this model, the fiber beams are located at the centroid of each planar segment of the 144 
cross-section and are attached together with rigid links to enforce a uniform motion of the 145 
structure. To allow warping, these links have a finite Saint-Venant torsional stiffness value. 146 
Stafford-Smith and Girgis [14] observed that WCMs suffer from additional displacements and 147 
stresses, especially when employed to model core structures. Instead of a continuous shear flow, 148 
shear forces are concentrated at the rigid links of the WCM, inducing purely artificial flexure 149 
known as “parasitic moments”. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the shear displacement ΔS is the sum of 150 
ΔSF and ΔPM caused by shear forces and parasitic moments, respectively [15]. Therefore, the 151 
model appears to be more flexible than it really is due to ΔPM. For walls where the behavior is 152 
dominated by bending, the additional shear displacements induced by parasitic moments can be 153 
considered to be negligible [14]. However, this is not the case for structures with large shear 154 
forces such as cores subjected to torsion. To reduce the effect of these moments, Stafford-Smith 155 
and Girgis [14] recommend restraining the rigid links spacing to one-fifth of the wall’s total 156 
height. According to Beyer et al. [12], the shear span should be used instead of the overall height 157 
of the structure, and the rigid links spacing should not exceed 50% of the smallest cross-section 158 
dimension of the wall. These limits are modeling guidelines rather than strict rules and are 159 
intended to ensure the adequate behavior of the WCM. 160 
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3. Description of the wide-column model 161 
Beyer et al. [12] showed that an inelastic wide-column model (WCM) with fiber beam-column 162 
elements can represent the behavior of RC cores subjected to cyclic biaxial flexural loadings 163 
with sufficient accuracy. During their experiment, the RC core was not subjected to significant 164 
torsion because the wall head was restrained from twisting by the actuators [13]. Therefore, the 165 
accuracy of the WCM for torsional loads could not be assessed, especially in terms of the 166 
nonlinear warping behavior. Thus, the torsional response of the WCM proposed by Beyer et al. 167 
[12] is assed in this study, especially concerning the inelastic warping behavior. Based on the 168 
module concept adopted by Stafford-Smith and Abate [10], the possibility of using more than 169 
three modules is also studied herein and is validated against experimental data. 170 
3.1. Description of the WCM 171 
When using the space truss analogy, it is assumed that the shear forces are carried by concrete 172 
struts and steel ties when an RC structure is loaded in torsion. The truss angle between struts and 173 
ties is approximately 45°, depending on the magnitude of the axial force applied to the structure. 174 
This truss action mechanism cannot be properly accounted for in the WCM because only one 175 
fiber beam-column per flange is used. Therefore, the shear forces are carried along the only 176 
beam-column element available, resulting in a stiffer model in torsion. To address this issue, one 177 
could divide the cross-section into m subdivisions called modules (i.e., m=6 in Fig. 5). This 178 
enables a better representation of the behavior of RC structures loaded in torsion. According to 179 
the division scheme presented in Fig. 5b, the number of modules m is a multiple of three for U-180 
shaped cores. The modules could also be removed to model openings, assuming that enough 181 
modules are used to allow proper force redistribution in the structure. However, more research 182 
work is needed to assess the performance of the WCM for RC structures with openings. To 183 
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represent the axial-moment interaction of the section (P-Mx-My), displacement-based fiber 184 
beam-columns are located at the centroid of each module. In the WCM developed in OpenSees 185 
[3], these beam-columns have no torsional stiffness [12] and therefore a small value 186 
corresponding to 10% of the elastic Saint-Venant stiffness is assigned. The nonlinear constitutive 187 
laws used for concrete fibers follow the modified Kent and Park model (Concrete02 in OS) [16]. 188 
For reinforcement steel, the Giuffré-Menegetto-Pinto hysteretic model with default parameters 189 
(Steel02 in OS) [3] or a bilinear hardening curve is used, depending on whether cyclic analyses 190 
are required. Rigid links are needed to bind the columns together to allow for the uniform motion 191 
of the structure. These links are rigid axially, in shear and for in-plane bending, whereas their 192 
Saint-Venant torsional stiffness has a finite value computed with gross section dimensions (Fig. 193 
5a). In parametric analyses, this value can be changed using the FJL factor as indicated in section 194 
3.2, where a specific FJL factor is recommended. In Fig. 5a, the local axes of the rigid links are 195 
indicated with the subscript L. The warping stiffness is inherently considered in the formulation 196 
of the wide-column analogy by allowing axial out-of-plane deformation (the cross-section is 197 
allowed to not remain plane). Out-of-plane bending flexibility of the rigid links is added to allow 198 
local out-of-plane deformations, which can be important for torsionally sensitive structures such 199 
as RC cores. This out-of-plane stiffness is computed using gross section properties. To avoid 200 
excessive parasitic moments, it is recommended that the rigid links spacing should not exceed 201 
either 1/5th of the total height H of the structure [14] or 50% of the smallest cross-sectional 202 
dimension, whichever is smallest [12]. This limit should be decreased to 30% for the WCM 203 
when multiple modules are used, as it will be shown later. RC shear walls can undergo large 204 
shear deformations in the plastic hinge region during an earthquake because the ratio of shear to 205 
bending deformation remains constant in the inelastic regime if the shear transfer mechanism is 206 
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not deteriorated [17]. This in-plane shear flexibility is accounted for using zero-length elements 207 
at half-distance of the rigid links spacing, and two fiber beam-column elements are modeled 208 
between each link as recommended by Beyer et al. [12]. The effective shear stiffness is 209 
computed using gross section elastic properties according to the following equation: 210 
𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛−𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 =  𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐 56ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐿𝐿                                                                   (5) 211 
where hm and tm are the module height and thickness, SL is the rigid links spacing, and Gc is the 212 
concrete shear modulus. In theory, the 5/6 factor is valid only if one module per flange is used 213 
because it transforms the shear area with the exact parabolic shear stress distribution into one 214 
with a constant shear stress distribution. For the sake of simplicity, this reduction factor is used 215 
regardless the number of modules. The out-of-plane effective shear stiffness of the modules 216 
assigned to the zero-length elements is assumed to be 25% of the in-plane value [12]. 217 
3.2. Validation case 1: pure torsion 218 
To validate the WCM hysteretic behavior, experimental data of RC cores subjected to cyclic 219 
biaxial flexural loading including torsion are needed. To the best of the authors' knowledge, such 220 
data are currently unavailable. Therefore, the WCM is first validated against the Krpan and 221 
Collins [18] test of a thin-walled RC channel beam loaded in pure torsion at midspan. The details 222 
of experimental setup, instrumentation and measured responses are described in reference [18]. 223 
The warping behavior of this beam can be considered similar to RC cores subjected to torsion 224 
because those are usually assumed to be thin walled. This test is appropriate for validating the 225 
accuracy of the WCM in monotonically increasing pure torsion. The 6400-mm-long channel 226 
beam was torsionally restrained at both ends using rigid concrete blocks and was heavily 227 
reinforced with #2 stirrups at 76 mm c/c to avoid brittle shear failures. The 75-mm-thick cross-228 
section had a width of 840 mm and a depth of 650 mm and was reinforced with #5 steel bars 229 
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detailed to resist high axial forces due to warping. A 200-mm-thick rigid diaphragm was located 230 
at midspan where the torque was applied using a steel loading frame. This frame was loaded with 231 
two equal and opposite forces applied at each end using steel rods. During the test, the 232 
longitudinal reinforcements first yielded due to warping at a torque T of approximately 190 kN-233 
m, whereas the stirrups yielded at approximately 240 kN-m (points 1 and 3, respectively, in Fig. 234 
6). The first 203-mm-long strain gauges were installed at approximately 150 mm from the end 235 
blocks, meaning that the reinforcements had most likely yielded before the assumed 236 
experimental yield point. This yield point is identified when at least one reinforcing bar reaches 237 
the yield strain. For comparison purposes, the same definition is applied to numerical simulations 238 
considering a representative yield reinforcement length of 100 mm (half of the strain gauge 239 
length) for this study. 240 
The numerical simulations are performed using OpenSees (v2.4.4). For comparison purposes, a 241 
detailed ABAQUS (v6.11-2) [19] nonlinear model is also developed because shear behavior 242 
caused by torsion can be difficult to properly capture. For both models, only one-half of the 243 
structure (3200 mm) is modeled due to symmetry. Longitudinal displacements along the global 244 
Z-axis and rotations about the global X- and Y-axes are restrained at the free end (see Fig. 7 for 245 
axis orientations). The same constitutive nonlinear material laws used for the WCM are specified 246 
for the ABAQUS nonlinear model. Table 1 presents concrete values computed according to 247 
CSA/A23.3-14 [20] and the steel properties used for the numerical simulations. To enhance the 248 
numerical stability, a linear post-peak descending curve for concrete in tension is defined from 249 
the maximum tensile strength to a strain value of 0.002, which is approximately the yield strain 250 
of reinforcements. No tension stiffening prior to cracking is assumed for concrete. 251 
 252 
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Table 1. Material properties (MPa) 253 
 
Unconfined concrete 
 
Confined concrete 
 
#5 / D12 rebars 
 
#2 / D6 rebars 
  f'c ft Ec  
f'cc ftc Ecc  
Fy Fu Es  
Fy Fu Es 
Validation case 1 53.0 4.33 32 450   58.0 4.57 34 275   348 475 194 000   362 490 203 000 
*Validation case 2 77.9 5.30 39 717   86.7 5.59 41 898   488 595 200 000   518 681 200 000 
*Two similar confined concrete properties were computed according to the stirrup detailing. Only the highest values are shown. 
 254 
The 3D ABAQUS model consists of eight-node solid elements for concrete with reduced 255 
integration and relax stiffness hourglass control. The concrete stress-strain relationship is input in 256 
ABAQUS using the concrete damaged plasticity (CDP) model with default parameters. The 257 
shape of the hyperbolic flow potential function of the CDP is defined by the dilation angle ψ and 258 
the eccentricity ε, which influences the curvature of the function at low confining pressures [19]. 259 
To avoid underestimation of the shear resistance of concrete, a dilation angle of 13° and an 260 
eccentricity of 90 is specified [21]. The longitudinal reinforcements and stirrups are modeled 261 
with three-node truss elements with steel hardening and are assigned an embedded constraint to 262 
ensure a monolithic behavior with concrete. To apply the torque, two steel blocks with contact 263 
constraints are located at opposite corners of the structure and are loaded with a uniform 264 
pressure. These blocks, shown in white in Fig. 7a, represent the loading frame used in the 265 
experiment. As depicted in Fig. 6, the ABAQUS model shows very good agreement with the 266 
experimental response prior to longitudinal reinforcement yielding. The model appears to be 267 
more flexible than the experimental response after this point. To enable the visualization of 268 
concrete cracking, the damageT variable is defined as the ratio between the current stress state 269 
and the tensile strength f't of concrete only when the cracking strain is exceeded. Otherwise, it is 270 
equal to zero. As illustrated in Fig. 7a, the model exhibits concrete cracked zones rather than 271 
discrete cracks because the CDP model is based on the smeared cracks approach. At failure, both 272 
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longitudinal reinforcements and stirrups have yielded, as shown in Fig. 7b. The inelastic warping 273 
behavior is well captured because the longitudinal reinforcements have yielded in compression 274 
where the load is applied, whereas they have yielded in tension at the opposite corners. The 275 
stirrups yielding along the entire structure indicates that shear forces were carried by these 276 
reinforcing bars when the concrete cracked. Thus, the ABAQUS model exhibits a satisfactory 277 
global inelastic response and is able to capture the warping behavior caused by torsion. 278 
Parametric analyses complementary to those presented by Beyer et al. [12] were conducted to 279 
assess the sensitivity of the WCM to torsion. Because the rigid links play a crucial role in the 280 
model behavior, two main parameters associated to these links, namely, their Saint-Venant 281 
stiffness JL and their spacing SL, were studied. The adimensional factor FJL in this study 282 
corresponds to a proportion of the elastic value of JL. Fig. 8a shows the JL sensitivity analysis for 283 
three modules (m=3). The torsional stiffness of the rigid links has a significant effect on the 284 
behavior, especially for the inelastic portion of the curve. A similar trend is observed when the 285 
number of modules is greater than three. Considering their wall test results, where a torsional 286 
moment was applied but with no significant rotation due to boundary conditions, Beyer et al. 287 
[12] proposed assigning 25% of the elastic Saint-Venant stiffness (FJL=0.25) to the rigid links to 288 
consider the inelastic cracking of concrete. They also observed that the biaxial response of the 289 
WCM was not very sensitive to the assigned FJL value as long as the rigid links remained 290 
torsionally flexible to allow out-of-plane deformations. In contrast, the inelastic warping 291 
behavior due to torsion loads is significantly influenced by this parameter, as illustrated in Fig. 292 
8a. To achieve convergence and to prevent numerical instabilities, it is recommended that an FJL 293 
value of 25% be specified for loadings as well. The original calibration that was carried out for 294 
zero rotation in [12] is shown in fact to be valid when much larger rotational demands is present. 295 
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The rigid links spacing should not be larger than 325 mm to avoid excessive parasitic moments, 296 
which artificially soften the model [12]. However, this proposed limit is not sufficiently 297 
restrictive for the WCM when the number of modules is larger than three, as shown in Fig. 8b. A 298 
spacing of 200 mm, which corresponds to approximately 30% of the smallest cross-sectional 299 
dimension, was needed to achieve convergence and is adopted for this validation case. 300 
The sensitivity analyses enabled appropriate parameters that properly captured the inelastic 301 
warping behavior of non-planar RC structures to be found. According to Fig. 6, the WCM 302 
exhibits excellent agreement with the experimental torsional response regardless of the number 303 
of modules, which demonstrates the robustness of the approach. The concrete tension stiffening 304 
prior to cracking is not captured because the smeared crack approach is used. Also, the response 305 
slightly softens toward the solution as the number of modules increases. The stirrups were not 306 
modeled in the WCM, which explains the response discrepancies when the yield point of stirrups 307 
is reached. For both WCM and ABAQUS models, the numerical yield point of longitudinal 308 
reinforcements is relatively close to the experimental one. The main goal of this validation case 309 
was to assess the capabilities of the WCM in simulating the global inelastic response of a RC 310 
structure subjected to a torsion load, especially concerning the longitudinal reinforcement 311 
yielding caused by warping. The WCM can properly represent such behavior, but it cannot 312 
model stirrup yielding and shear failure. Assuming that capacity-designed RC cores are expected 313 
to yield in flexure and remain elastic in shear, this is a rather small disadvantage compared to the 314 
computational efficiency of the model. For seismically deficient buildings, one could compare 315 
the computed elastic shear forces values to the shear capacity of the structure to detect potential 316 
shear failure mechanisms. Corrective actions or more sophisticated reinforced concrete 317 
constitutive models can then be considered to investigate these potential failure mechanisms.   318 
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3.3. Validation case 2: biaxial flexural loading 319 
In addition to the torsional behavior of the WCM, the biaxial flexural cyclic response needs to be 320 
validated to ensure a representative numerical model of an RC core submitted to three-321 
dimensional loads. This was done extensively by Beyer et al. [12]. Thus, the objective for this 322 
validation case is to determine whether or not the use of multiple modules may improve the 323 
response of the model. The TUA specimen of the Beyer et al. [13] experiment is selected to 324 
assess the capabilities of the WCM with multiple modules in biaxial flexure. The specimen was a 325 
2720-mm-high RC core fixed in a concrete foundation at its base and had a wall thickness of 150 326 
mm, a width of 1300 mm and a depth of 1050 mm. The distributed and boundary zone 327 
reinforcements consisted of D6 and D12 steel bars, respectively. The unconfined concrete 328 
compressive strength was 77.9 MPa (see Table 1 for material properties). The core was post-329 
tensioned with an axial force of 780 kN (including self-weight and experimental equipment 330 
loads), which was maintained constant during the test to simulate the tributary gravity loads. 331 
Three actuators were attached to the 300-mm-thick concrete collar at the top of the core to apply 332 
the loading history. The two NS actuators acted in the direction parallel to the flanges with a 333 
shear span of 2950 mm. The other one, identified as the EW actuator, acted in the direction 334 
parallel to the web, with a shear span of 3350 mm. Fig. 9a presents a view of the experimental 335 
setup. As shown in Fig. 9b, the complete loading history consisted of the following cycles for 336 
each ductility level in the following order: O-A-B-O (EW direction), O-C-D-O (NS direction), 337 
O-E-F-O (diagonal direction) and O-A-G-D-C-H-B-O (sweep motion). For the elastic loading 338 
histories (25, 50, 75 and 100% of the predicted yield forces), the sweep cycle was replaced by 339 
another diagonal cycle, O-H-G-O. 340 
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Aside from the concrete constitutive model and the maximum fiber size of 25 mm, the WCM 341 
presented herein is the same as the one used by Beyer et al. [12] labeled as “WCM with state-of-342 
the-art properties”. Beyer et al. [12] showed that better estimates of the shear stiffness of the wall 343 
sections led to significantly improved results. Stafford-Smith and Coull [22] indicated that "In 344 
structures that are heavily dependent for their torsional resistance on the torsional stiffness of a 345 
core, the vertical warping stresses at the base of the core may be of the same order of magnitude 346 
as the bending stresses". Because warping stresses are significantly larger in the corners of U-347 
shaped structures, assigning shear flexibility to the rigid links affects the warping behavior of the 348 
WCM. Thus, it was decided not to introduce shear flexibility into the links to avoid an additional 349 
modelling parameter to be properly defined and calibrated. In accordance with validation case 1, 350 
a value of 25% is specified for FJL. As depicted in Fig. 10, the WCM shows very good 351 
agreement with the experimental results and numerical results reported by Beyer et al. [12]. Fig. 352 
10 shows that using more than three modules for the WCM (m=9) slightly improves the 353 
numerical response, especially for high ductility levels. However, the convergence was 354 
significantly more difficult to achieve. Thus, using more than three modules is not efficient when 355 
considering both accuracy and computational time. The WCM has shown excellent agreement 356 
with the experimental response for both torsion only (validation case 1) and cyclic biaxial 357 
flexural loadings (validation case 2). However, it was not possible to assess the WCM behavior 358 
of RC cores for a full cyclic biaxial flexural loading including torsion because such experimental 359 
data are currently unavailable. The WCM is believed to represent the behavior of RC cores 360 
subjected to three-dimensional inertia forces caused by earthquake loadings reasonably well. 361 
Specifying only three modules (m=3) and an FJL value of 25% appears to be adequate to 362 
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efficiently compute representative results for the seismic analyses of RC buildings, and these 363 
parameters are assumed as default values for the following case study. 364 
4. Case study 365 
The calibrated WCM is used for the 3D nonlinear time history analysis of a typical mid-rise 366 
reinforced concrete building located in Eastern North America, which is a region subjected to 367 
ground motions with high-frequency content (10 Hz). Before performing the nonlinear 368 
simulations, the dynamic behavior of the WCM is validated with linear modal and time history 369 
analyses. The proposed model is then extended to a nonlinear range and subjected to 12 scaled 370 
ground motions in each orthogonal direction for three building configurations (B=1.7 (regular in 371 
torsion), B=2.1(moderately sensitive in torsion) and B=2.5 (torsionally sensitive) according to 372 
the NBCC 2005 and 2010). 373 
4.1. Description of the selected building 374 
Initially designed in compliance with the NBCC 2005 [23] and the A23.3-04 [24], the selected 375 
twelve-story building is 45.0 m high and is founded on class D stiff soil in Montreal (Canada). 376 
The total height is 48.65 m if the penthouse on the roof is considered. All dimensions and 377 
reinforcement detailing are exhaustively described in reference [25]. Fig. 11 shows the plan view 378 
of the building and the material property assumptions. The typical distance between two floors is 379 
3.65 m, and the first story height is 4.85 m. The gravity-resisting system consists of 200-mm-380 
thick flat plate slabs supported by 550x550-mm columns. To resist the horizontal forces, two 381 
400-mm-thick elevator cores with 900-mm-deep coupling beams are located at the center of the 382 
building, which results in a symmetric SFRS. The cores have a height of 48.65 m and provide 383 
access to the penthouse on the roof. Distributed 10M vertical bars and four boundary zones 384 
(4x25M bars) located at the corners of each core provide the flexural resistance. The coupling 385 
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beams are reinforced with eight 20M diagonal bars. In the NS direction, the cores are considered 386 
as ductile shear walls, and hence, Rd=3.5 and Ro=1.6, which are the force modification and 387 
overstrength factors for seismic design in the Canadian code, respectively. In the EW direction, 388 
Rd=4.0 and Ro=1.7 because the SFRS is a ductile coupled wall system. According to the linear 389 
response spectrum analysis of a shell element model developed in ETABS 2015 [26], the cores 390 
satisfy the requirements of the NBCC 2010 and the A23.3-14 if the amount of transverse 391 
reinforcements is increased. Thus, the building initially designed according to the NBCC 2005 392 
and the A23.3-04 is used because the transverse reinforcements are not modeled in the WCM. 393 
The core walls were dimensioned following the capacity design principles, and therefore, these 394 
reinforcements should remain mostly elastic during an earthquake. 395 
4.2. OpenSees model 396 
The WCM with three modules (m=3) is used to develop a three-dimensional model of the two 397 
cores in OpenSees. The foundations are assumed rigid, and therefore, the nodes at the base are 398 
fixed. The high in-plane stiffness of the slab is accounted for with a rigid diaphragm constraint, 399 
and the seismic masses are lumped at the master node of every floor. Gravity loads in the cores 400 
are distributed in each column of the WCM according to static equilibrium, and P-Δ effects are 401 
neglected. Each vertical reinforcement is modeled with fiber elements following the Giuffré-402 
Menegetto-Pinto hysteretic constitutive laws (Steel02 in OS with default parameters) [3]. The 403 
maximum size of the concrete fibers is 100 mm along the core thickness and 200 mm along the 404 
wall length. In the boundary zones, this value is decreased to 100 mm because higher strains are 405 
expected in these zones. An approximate total of 300 concrete fibers are used to ensure both 406 
precision and computational efficiency. The confinement and the nonlinear behavior of concrete 407 
is considered according to the modified Kent and Park model [16] (Concrete02 in OS). The 408 
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tension stiffening effect is neglected for dynamic analyses because it causes an overestimation of 409 
the shear force and moment envelopes [27]. Therefore, a large value is specified in OpenSees for 410 
the tension softening modulus to ensure that no residual tensile force can be carried by concrete 411 
once it cracks. The coupling beams are also modeled with nonlinear fiber elements. Based on the 412 
modeling guidelines proposed by Beyer et al. [12], the rigid links spacing for the typical stories 413 
is fixed at 1825 mm, which is half of the story height and corresponds to 57% of the smallest 414 
dimensions of the core. Three rigid links are modeled with a spacing of 1617 mm for the lobby 415 
because the height is higher than the typical stories. For the linear analyses, the effective in-plane 416 
shear stiffness is computed for all stories with 5/6 of the gross shear area, whereas 25% of this 417 
value is used for out-of-plane shear stiffness. To account for the amplification of the base shear 418 
and the formation of a second plastic hinge in the upper wall region caused by higher modes 419 
effects (HMEs), Luu et al. [28] proposed various effective in-plane shear stiffness factors based 420 
on parametric studies of shear walls designed according to NBCC 2010 and A23.3-04. For the 421 
nonlinear analyses, the 5/6 shear area factor is changed to the recommended values of 50 and 422 
20% only for the 1st story and where the second plastic hinge due to HMEs is expected, which 423 
corresponds to the 6th, 7th and 8th stories. The effective in-plane shear stiffness factors proposed 424 
by Luu et al. [27] were obtained from models with an initial stiffness-proportional Rayleigh 425 
damping equal to 1.5% of the critical value. This type of damping may lead to large artificial 426 
viscous damping forces [29]. Comparative nonlinear analyses between initial and committed 427 
stiffness-proportional damping were performed in OpenSees and showed that these damping 428 
forces were not significant for the selected building. Therefore, the initial stiffness-proportional 429 
critical Rayleigh damping of 1.5% is adopted for the dynamic analyses to ensure consistency 430 
with the derived effective shear stiffness factors. The Rayleigh coefficients are computed 431 
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according to the first and sixth modes, which corresponds to a cumulative modal mass ratio of 432 
approximately 90%. The OpenSees source code of the WCM model can be found in [30] or by 433 
directly contacting the authors. 434 
4.3. Modal analysis 435 
A modal analysis can provide useful information about the dynamic behavior of a structure, 436 
including the modes of vibration, the mode shapes and their associated participating modal 437 
masses. Assuming that the mass matrix is identical, these modal results can also help assess the 438 
similitude between two numerical models representing the same structure. Thus, the WCM is 439 
compared to the ETABS elastic shell model developed for the response spectrum analysis. The 440 
flexural and shear stiffness reduction factors recommended by the A23.4-04 are specified for 441 
both models to account for the cracking of concrete due to the earthquake displacement history. 442 
Therefore, a factor of 0.70 is applied to the axial and bending stiffness of the cores. For the 443 
coupling beams, 45 and 25% of the shear area and the moment of inertia is used, respectively. 444 
However, these factors were not applied to the nonlinear dynamic time history analyses because 445 
cracking is directly considered by the nonlinear constitutive concrete hysteric laws. As shown in 446 
Table 2, the WCM exhibits excellent agreement with the ETABS model concerning the modal 447 
results. Only the first six modes of vibration are shown, but a similar trend can be observed for 448 
the higher modes. The parameters UX and UY represent translation in the EW and NS directions, 449 
respectively, and RZ indicates rotation about the vertical Z-axis. As expected for symmetric 450 
SFRS, the modes are completely uncoupled. The first mode of vibration is in torsion, which 451 
indicates that the building may be torsionally flexible. To assess the coupled behavior of the 452 
WCM, the center of mass (CM) was displaced from the center of rigidity (CR) in both numerical 453 
models. The coupling between the different modes is also well captured (Table 3). Thus, the 454 
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WCM should properly represent the dynamic behavior of the cores in time history analyses, 455 
especially if torsion is a significant component of the response. 456 
Table 2. Periods and participating modal masses (%) (with A23.3-04 stiffness reduction factors) 457 
– No mass eccentricity applied 458 
Shell (ETABS)  WCM (OS)  Variation (Shell / WCM) 
T (s) UX UY RZ   T (s) UX UY RZ   T (s) UX UY RZ 
1.92 0 0 77.2 
 
1.89 0 0 78.8 
 
0.98 - - 1.02 
1.85 0 66.52 0.0 
 
1.87 0 66.78 0.0 
 
1.01 - 1.00 - 
1.74 72.05 0 0.0 
 
1.68 71.71 0 0.0 
 
0.97 1.00 - - 
0.56 0 0 13.1 
 
0.57 0 0 12.4 
 
1.02 - - 0.94 
0.45 17.19 0 0.0 
 
0.43 17.79 0 0.0 
 
0.96 1.03 - - 
0.33 0 21.44 0.0   0.35 0 21.65 0.0   1.04 - 1.01 - 
 459 
 460 
 461 
 462 
 463 
 464 
Table 3. Periods and participating modal masses (%) (with A23.3-04 stiffness reduction factors)  465 
– 0.1Dnx mass eccentricity applied in the EW direction 466 
Shell (ETABS)  WCM (OS)  Variation (Shell / WCM) 
T (s) UX UY RZ   T (s) UX UY RZ   T (s) UX UY RZ 
2.14 0 33.35 40.1 
 
2.12 0 37.58 36.3 
 
0.99 - 1.13 0.91 
1.74 72.05 0 0.0 
 
1.68 71.71 0 0.0 
 
0.97 1.00 - - 
1.66 0 33.1 37.1 
 
1.67 0 29.12 42.5 
 
1.00 - 0.88 1.14 
0.58 0 2.78 10.8 
 
0.59 0 2.94 9.9 
 
1.02 - 1.06 0.92 
0.45 17.19 0 0.0 
 
0.43 17.79 0 0.0 
 
0.96 1.03 - - 
0.32 0 16.79 3.7   0.33 0 15.94 4.1   1.04 - 0.95 1.12 
 467 
 468 
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4.4. Linear time history analysis 469 
Three-dimensional linear time history analyses are performed to assess the dynamic behavior of 470 
the WCM subjected to earthquake accelerations and to ensure the robustness of the proposed 471 
model for nonlinear simulations. The 12 selected ground motions (GM1 to GM12) from Luu et 472 
al. [28] are used for the time history analyses (linear and nonlinear) and are spectrally matched 473 
with the NBCC 2010 response spectrum for a class D soil site, which is nearly identical to the 474 
NBCC 2005 response spectrum. The 3D linear time history results for the building subjected to 475 
ground motion GM1 in the NS direction are presented in Fig. 12 and exhibit excellent 476 
agreement. The proposed model can properly represent the linear dynamic behavior of RC cores 477 
subjected to ground motions. Thus, the WCM is extended to the nonlinear time history analyses. 478 
4.5. Nonlinear time history analyses 479 
As presented in Table 2, the first mode of vibration of the selected building is torsion, and thus, 480 
the torsional component in the dynamic response might be significant. This building can be 481 
considered torsionally irregular because B=1.7 according to the NBCC 2010. To assess the effect 482 
of torsion, two additional configurations (B=2.1 and B=2.5) are used for the 3D nonlinear time 483 
history analyses (Table 4). The configuration for which B=2.5 could be considered as sensitive to 484 
torsion whereas B=1.7 is the limit between torsionally regular and irregular buildings according 485 
to the Canadian code. To artificially increase the torsional flexibility of the building, the CM is 486 
shifted from the CR to provide an inherent mass eccentricity ex. For each configuration, the 487 
accidental torsion is accounted for by moving the CM an additional distance equal to ±0.05Dnx. 488 
The total eccentricity ex+0.05Dnx is the only case considered to maximize the torsional 489 
solicitation of the building, which yields the maximum force, moment and displacement 490 
envelopes. To facilitate an easier interpretation of the results, this total eccentricity is specified as 491 
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positive along the X-axis for the NS direction analyses and as negative along the Y-axis for the 492 
EW direction analyses. Thus, a positive torsion (counter-clockwise rotation) is always induced 493 
when the building is subjected to a positive ground motion displacement according to the axis 494 
convention of Fig. 11. 495 
 496 
Table 4. Building configurations 497 
  B=1.7 B=2.1 B=2.5 
ΩR 0.66 0.61 0.53 
ex (mm) 0 1 625 3 250 
ex + 0.05Dnx (mm) 1 488 3 113 4 738 
 498 
The combination of the three building configurations and the 12 scaled ground motions applied 499 
in each orthogonal direction (EW and NS) yields a total of 72 3D nonlinear time history 500 
analyses. The selected transient integrator is the Newmark average acceleration method (γ=1/2 501 
and β=1/4), and the time increment is fixed to 0.005 s. The nonlinear equations of motion are 502 
solved with the Newton-Raphson algorithm available in OpenSees. When the convergence is 503 
difficult to achieve, the Newton-Raphson with line search algorithm is used. Depending on the 504 
earthquake acceleration history, the analysis time is between approximately 20 and 60 minutes 505 
using an Intel® i5-2500k@3.30 GHz quad-core processor. The modal analysis for each building 506 
configuration was performed before the time history analyses to assess the effect of torsional 507 
flexibility on the dynamic response of the structure. As shown in Table 5, the degree of coupling 508 
between translation in the NS direction and rotation increases as the building becomes more 509 
flexible in torsion, which results in a redistribution of the modal masses. The EW translational 510 
modes of vibration are not subject to this coupling effect because the CM eccentricity is defined 511 
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along the EW direction. This phenomenon is also observed when the center of mass is shifted 512 
from the CR in the NS direction. 513 
 514 
Table 5. Periods and participating modal masses (%) for the three building configurations– Mass 515 
eccentricity applied in the EW direction 516 
B=1.7  B=2.1  B=2.5 
T (s) UX UY RZ   T (s) UX UY RZ   T (s) UX UY RZ 
1.76 0.0 28.25 46.0 
 
1.88 0.0 35.44 38.5 
 
2.01 0.0 39.71 34.4 
1.56 0 39.1 32 
 
1.46 0 31.8 39 
 
1.37 0 27.4 43 
1.33 70.4 0 0.0 
 
1.33 70.4 0 0.0 
 
1.33 70.4 0 0.0 
0.55 0.0 0.85 16.4 
 
0.57 0.0 3.23 14.2 
 
0.60 0.0 6.19 11.4 
0.32 21.5 0 0.0 
 
0.33 0.0 3.68 4.3 
 
0.34 0 0.7 4 
0.32 0 16.0 2.1   0.32 21.51 0.0 0.0   0.32 21.51 0.0 0 
 517 
To assess the effect of the axial restraint of the slab on the dynamic behavior of the cores, a 518 
complete shell model of the building, including the slab and the gravity columns, is developed in 519 
ETABS 2015. From this model, vertical truss elements are calibrated and added to the WCM to 520 
connect the horizontal rigid links together. However, preliminary nonlinear time history analyses 521 
showed that no significant difference could be observed when the cores are partially restrained in 522 
the vertical direction. Thus, the axial restraint of the slab is neglected in this study. Only the 523 
results obtained for the 3D nonlinear time history analyses in the NS direction are presented 524 
herein because the results for the EW direction lead to similar conclusions. For comparison 525 
purposes, the design envelopes (for B=1.7) obtained from the linear spectrum analysis of the 526 
ETABS 2015 shell model including the A23.3-04 stiffness reduction factors are presented. The 527 
seismic force modification (Rd=3.5) and overstrength (Ro=1.6) factors are also applied to the 528 
spectral results. Another set of design envelopes for shear and torsion, including a dynamic shear 529 
amplification factor ϖv, is also presented. This factor accounts for inelastic effects of higher 530 
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modes and was not considered in the initial design of the building because this is a new clause in 531 
the A23.4-14 (21.5.2.2.7). A static torque is applied at each story of the building in the shell 532 
model to include accidental torsion. Fig. 13 shows the response of the building to the GM1 533 
earthquake. According to the top CM displacement and rotation time histories, the fundamental 534 
period of vibration in flexure and in torsion is approximately 2.25 s. A small delay can be 535 
perceived between the translational and rotational displacement peaks in the forced vibration 536 
response of the building, as noticed in the other ground motion time histories. The effect of the 537 
CM eccentricity on the base torque can be clearly observed, whereas the shear and moment at the 538 
base of the building remain similar regardless of the value of B. This phenomenon is due to the 539 
increased degree of coupling between the translational and rotation modes. For the same 540 
displacement in translation, a larger rotation is induced as the CM moves farther from the CR for 541 
higher B values. In the NS direction, the probable plastic moment Mp of each core is 60.7 MN-542 
m, for an approximate total of 120 MN-m. The Mp value is computed considering steel strain 543 
hardening (fs=1.25Fy) and by assuming resistance factors of 1.00 (ϕc=ϕs=1.00). Fig. 13e clearly 544 
shows that the total moment at the base of the cores where the plastic hinge is expected is limited 545 
to approximately 120 MN-m, which corresponds to their probable flexural capacity. 546 
In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, the design envelopes are obtained from the NBCC 2005 linear response 547 
spectrum analysis of the designed building (B=1.7). The envelopes including the dynamic shear 548 
amplification factor ϖv are labeled DSA. According to Fig. 14, the design rotations are 549 
conservative. The rotational demand is significantly increased for increased B because the 550 
building is more flexible in torsion. Assuming the small displacements hypothesis, the rotational 551 
drift for each story i is computed according to the following equation: 552 
𝛿𝛿𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 =  (𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 − 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖−1) 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖ℎ𝑖𝑖                                                                       (6) 553 
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where θi is the CM rotation, hi is the story height, and di is the shortest perpendicular distance 554 
from the CM to the edge of the floor. According to the building configurations and the axis 555 
convention, a positive rotation causes a positive translation on the short side of the building, 556 
which is defined as the nearest floor edge located perpendicularly from the center of mass. For 557 
this building, the largest total drift is always on the short side because the relative contribution of 558 
rotation to the total drift is small compared to the translational displacement contribution. As 559 
shown in Fig. 14d, the rotational drift is considerably higher for the 6th, 7th and 8th stories because 560 
a low effective shear stiffness equal to 20% is assigned to these stories, as suggested by Luu et 561 
al. [28]. These factors were specified in the model to account for higher modes effects in the 562 
upper part of the cores. In contrast, no noticeable effect can be observed for the translational drift 563 
because flexure is the primary deformation mechanism. Thus, the effective shear stiffness must 564 
be properly selected if the cores are expected to undergo large rotational demands.  565 
The force and moment envelopes are similar for both cores; thus, only the results for the east 566 
core are presented in Fig. 15. The design moment envelope is much lower than the dynamic 567 
response because the factored flexural resistance Mr of the cores was significantly larger (51.1 568 
MN-m) than the factored design moment Mf (27.6 MN-m). According to the capacity design 569 
principle, the design shear force envelope is amplified (ϖv=1.47), as suggested in A23.3-14 570 
(clause 21.5.2.2.7), to prevent brittle shear failure and to account for the higher modes effects 571 
(DSA envelopes in Fig. 15). The design story torque is amplified as well because it is induced by 572 
shear forces. The DSA envelopes clearly show that the dynamic shear amplification factor newly 573 
introduced in A23.3-14 allows a more realistic seismic shear force demand to be obtained 574 
compared to nonlinear time history results (B=1.7). The core shear and moment from the 575 
nonlinear time histories remain relatively constant regardless the value of B. In contrast, the 576 
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torsional demand becomes significantly larger when the building is more flexible in torsion 577 
because the CM eccentricity is larger. The effect of the higher modes on the story shear 578 
distribution can be observed in the upper part of the cores, and the torsion envelope is altered in a 579 
similar manner. The building design envelopes for B=1.7, which was the initial building 580 
configuration used to design the steel reinforcement, show very good agreement with the 581 
nonlinear time history envelopes. 582 
The three-dimensional nonlinear time history analyses showed a small delay between the 583 
translation and rotation peaks of the forced vibration response of the building. To rationally 584 
investigate this observation, a cross-correlation study comparing the translational and rotational 585 
behavior of the building was conducted. Cross-correlation is a tool used in signal post-processing 586 
to determine whether two delayed signals are correlated. For each ground motion applied to the 587 
building in each direction (EW and NS), the delay in the forced vibration state between the 588 
rotation and the translation peaks is computed using the cross-correlation function available in 589 
MatLab®. The results presented in Table 6 clearly confirm that a correlation exists between 590 
these peaks. Only the smallest positive correlated delay is considered for each combination 591 
because the peak in rotation was observed to almost always follow the peak in translation. The 592 
average delays for the EW and NS directions are 0.47 and 0.25 s, respectively, with an average 593 
standard deviation of 16% for both delays. The two distinct force-resisting mechanisms 594 
associated with the RC cores might explain this significant difference for this building. The cores 595 
resist the seismic forces as a ductile coupled system in the EW direction, whereas they act as 596 
simple individual ductile walls in the NS direction. According to Table 6, the delay decreases for 597 
most ground motions for larger B values. Thus, the SRFS and the torsional flexibility of the 598 
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building both have an effect on the delay. However, an exhaustive study including many SFRS 599 
and building geometries would be required to assess whether this conclusion can be generalized.  600 
 601 
 602 
Table 6. Correlated delay (s) between peaks in rotation and in translation (at the top CM) 603 
  B=1.7  
B=2.1 
 
B=2.5 
    EW NS   EW NS   EW NS 
GM1  
0.43 0.10 
 
0.29 0.13 
 
0.22 0.13 
GM2  
0.60 0.13 
 
0.29 0.13 
 
0.16 0.11 
GM3  
0.47 0.12 
 
0.35 0.14 
 
0.35 0.18 
GM4  
0.60 0.31 
 
0.45 0.16 
 
0.41 0.20 
GM5  
0.48 0.15 
 
0.41 0.15 
 
0.39 0.14 
GM6  
0.61 0.18 
 
0.56 0.15 
 
0.51 0.13 
GM7  
0.46 0.12 
 
0.20 0.09 
 
0.20 0.06 
GM8  
0.72 0.14 
 
0.66 0.26 
 
0.47 0.19 
GM9  
0.44 0.13 
 
0.31 0.13 
 
0.27 0.12 
GM10  
0.70 0.70 
 
0.72 0.73 
 
0.70 0.68 
GM11  
0.53 0.15 
 
0.36 0.09 
 
0.29 0.08 
GM12   0.71 0.66   0.67 0.32   0.54 0.17 
 604 
5. Conclusions 605 
A wide-column model (WCM) is used to assess the 3D nonlinear dynamic behavior of RC cores 606 
subjected to ground motions. This model consists of vertical fiber beam elements attached 607 
together with rigid horizontal links to ensure a uniform motion of the structure. The validity and 608 
robustness of the WCM were clearly demonstrated in this study through two validation cases, 609 
especially concerning the inelastic warping behavior due to torsion loads. By displacing the 610 
center of mass, three different building configurations with increasing torsional flexibility 611 
(B=1.7, B=2.1 and B=2.5 according to the NBCC 2010) were studied to investigate the effect of 612 
torsion on the seismic response. After validating the linear dynamic behavior, the WCM was 613 
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extended to three-dimensional nonlinear time history analyses of a multi-story building located 614 
in ENA. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows: 615 
 The WCM can capture the inelastic warping behavior of open RC sections subjected to a 616 
monotonically increasing torque reasonably well. According to the experimental 617 
calibration, it is recommended that 25% of the initial elastic torsional stiffness (GJ) be 618 
assigned to the rigid links to achieve convergence with satisfactory results for cores 619 
subjected to high torsional loads. This value is also recommended in [12] for structures 620 
not subjected to significant torsion. Using higher values may lead to significant 621 
overestimation of the nonlinear torsional response of U-shaped RC structures. 622 
 To provide a better representation of the behavior of open thin-walled RC structures, the 623 
number of modules of the WCM can be increased to enhance accuracy, but this might 624 
require a significantly larger computational time. When modeling RC cores subjected to 625 
dynamic loads, it is suggested that three modules (one per flange and one for the web) be 626 
used to ensure both precision and computational efficiency. 627 
 A shell model is developed in ETABS 2015 to assess the linear dynamic behavior of the 628 
WCM. According to modal and linear time history analyses, the WCM can capture both 629 
translational and rotational modes of vibration with sufficient accuracy and can simulate 630 
the dynamic behavior of RC cores subjected to ground motions extremely well. 631 
 The nonlinear results are compared to the design envelopes obtained from the response 632 
spectrum analysis of the linear shell model with proper code inelastic force reduction 633 
factors. These design envelopes exhibit very good agreement with the nonlinear response 634 
of the building if the A23.3-14 dynamic shear amplification factor is used to account for 635 
the inelastic effects of the higher modes. The computed rotations from the response 636 
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spectrum analysis are conservative, whereas the translational displacements are similar to 637 
the nonlinear envelopes. Large rotations are observed in the upper part of the cores 638 
because a low effective shear stiffness value was specified in the WCM to account for 639 
higher modes effects. Thus, this effective shear stiffness must be carefully selected if 640 
large rotational demands are expected, as is the case for torsionally flexible buildings. 641 
The shear and moment nonlinear envelopes remain relatively constant regardless of the B 642 
value. In contrast, the story torque increases as the building becomes more torsionally 643 
flexible. 644 
 For the selected building, the rotation peaks almost always occur after the translation 645 
peaks. According to cross-correlation, this small delay (between 0.25 and 0.47 s) seems 646 
to be SFRS category dependent and it generally decreases for larger values of B. 647 
 The proposed WCM fiber element approach is robust and computationally efficient. It 648 
represents a step toward characterizing the 3D nonlinear seismic response of RC cores 649 
subjected to significant torsional demand. 650 
In the near future, the authors intend to conduct an extensive parametric seismic analysis of 651 
various building configurations using the WCM to define appropriate loading protocols 652 
including torsion. These loading protocols will be used to conduct large-scale cyclic biaxial tests 653 
of RC cores including significant torsion in the multi-directional (6 DOFs) testing facility of 654 
École Polytechnique de Montreal (EPM) [31]. 655 
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Fig. 15. Force and moment envelopes in the NS direction (DSA and design curves correspond to 745 
the 2005 design values with and without dynamic shear amplification) 746 
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Fig. 4. Shear behavior of a core structure: (a) shear stresses, (b) WCM representation and (c) 11 
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Fig. 5. WCM model with modules: (a) 3D view and (b) cross-sectional view (m=6) 14 
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Fig. 6. T-θ relationship of the Krpan and Collins (1981) experiment  16 
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Fig. 7. Deformed ABAQUS model at failure: (a) concrete cracking damage indicator (d=1 for 18 
complete cracking) and (b) reinforcement stresses in MPa (positive in tension) 19 
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity analyses of rigid links: (a) Saint-Venant stiffness for m=3 and (b) spacing for 21 
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Fig. 9. Beyer et al. (2008) experiment: (a) test setup [13] and (b) loading history [12] 24 
(reproduced with the permission of Taylor and Francis Ltd) 25 
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Fig. 10. TUA hystereses (Beyer et al. [12] results reproduced with the permission of Taylor and 27 
Francis Ltd) 28 
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Fig. 11. Plan view of the selected building 30 
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Fig. 12. Linear time history response to GM1 in the NS direction (with A23.3-04 stiffness 32 
reduction factors) 33 
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Fig. 13. Nonlinear time history response to GM1 in the NS direction 38 
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Fig. 14. Displacement and rotation envelopes in the NS direction 40 
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Fig. 15. Force and moment envelopes in the NS direction (DSA and design curves correspond to 42 
the 2005 design values with and without dynamic shear amplification) 43 
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